Blue Ocean Politics: Trudeau’s
Election Victory
How Justin Trudeau’s textbook blue ocean strategy made him the unlikely Canadian Prime
Minister.
On 19 October 2015, broadcasters announced that
Justin Trudeau, the 43-year-old son of the legendary
Pierre Trudeau, had been elected with a strong
majority as Canada’s 23rd prime minister. Three
months earlier, however, when the election was
called, very few would have bet on a Trudeau
victory.
Elected leader of the Liberal Party of Canada (LPC)
in 2013, Trudeau inherited a party in disarray and in
debt, running far behind the Conservatives and New
Democrats. In fact, some pundits had written off the
once proud LPC that had ruled Canada for much of
the 20th century. Yet less than three years later,
Trudeau took his party from 36 seats to a
comfortable 184 seat majority (out of a total of 338).
It was a stunning victory that virtually no one saw
coming.
How had Trudeau done it?
A close examination of Trudeau’s strategy reveals a
textbook application of blue ocean strategy (as
shown in our case study, Creating a Blue Ocean in
Politics).
Challenging the conventional strategic logic of
political campaigns

As the election took off on August 2nd, it was evident
that three key rules of competition had become
entrenched over the years and were now governing
the way elections were fought in Canada. In true
blue ocean fashion, Trudeau broke all three.

Converting ‘Non-Voters’
In Canada’s previous election of 2011, ‘Non-Voters’
comprised almost 40% of the electorate. Many
citizens did not bother to vote because they did not
recognise themselves in any of the major parties.
They were turned off by the negativity and cynicism
that had gradually taken hold of the political
process. These non-voters were essentially ignored
in prior elections. Instead, political parties focused
on their core voter segments - those who would vote
for them no matter what - and augmented them with
enough swing voters to reach the finish line.
Trudeau went in a different direction by focusing a
great deal of attention on non-voters, who consisted
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mainly of the younger generation as well as
Canada’s indigenous communities. He spent time in
universities, was active on social media, dove into
crowds, shook hands and took selfies, and he visited
ridings with significant aboriginal populations.
Trudeau’s positive campaign, devoid of negative
attack ads, would appeal in particular to these nonvoters. His campaign was anchored by a cleverly
crafted tag line: ‘This is Canada, and in Canada
better is always possible!", which worked to unite
both core voters and non-voters.
By the time the final votes were counted, the popular
vote had gone up from 61% to just under 70%, an
increase of almost three million voters. On a net
basis, Trudeau brought all those non-voters under
the LPC tent. Without the non-voters, Trudeau would
not have won the election.
Lowering the cost of acquiring voters
Traditionally candidates relied on negative
messaging to bring their contenders down. They
invested heavily in expensive TV ads. Justin Trudeau
took a different approach by investing in highly
innovative and often counter-intuitive, positive TV
ads. In addition, he outworked his opponents in the
field as he criss-crossed the country delivering his
positive message in person. The video footage from
these activities were then aired and diffused via
both traditional and social media. With the buzz this
created, Justin Trudeau was able to achieve a much
larger reach at a cost well below his fellow
candidates.

Challenge the industry’s conventional
strategic logic by breaking established rules
of competitive engagement;
Seek out ‘noncustomers’ and de-segment the
market to create large untapped markets,
aka ‘blue oceans’; and,
Break the value-cost trade-off by
pursuing differentiation AND low
cost simultaneously.
How do these blue ocean strategy laws apply in a
political campaign context? Let’s rephrase them:
Challenge the political conventional strategic
logic by breaking established rules of
competitive engagement;
Seek out ‘non-voters’ to create large pools –
blue oceans- of potential voters; and,
Break the
value-cost trade-off by delivering a positive
campaign and leveraging the free
publicity through the media.
Trudeau’s victory as seen through the blue ocean
strategy lens demonstrates that the key principles
underlying blue ocean moves can be extended to
other settings successfully. Blue ocean strategy
need not be confined to business or corporate
strategy. Much success can be achieved by
seeking Blue Oceans elsewhere, even to help
elect prime ministers and presidents!

A ‘Blue’ Victory: applying blue ocean strategy to
politics
While blue ocean strategy was developed initially to
be applied in the business world, we see
increasingly that the methodology can be applied in
other settings, such as public policy and, in this
case, election campaigns. Trudeau’s strategic move
can truly be categorised a “Blue” Victory.
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To set the stage, here’s a summary of the three
‘laws’ of blue ocean strategy that allow us to
validate whether a strategic move is in fact
‘blue’. To qualify, it must:
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